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Interactions proteins-metalic ions are a major concern in various emerging fields like
bionanotchnology and material sciences.Nickel is known to be an essential element for the
living organisms those deficiences cause allergic reactions, dermatitis, asthma, and also can
induce carcinogenesis. Although it is known that binds to albumin, his physiological role is
not complete established. Certainly, this role must be connected to the intimate physical and
electrochemical features of the binding process. We present any new results concerning the
binding process of Ni2+ on BSA, according to the UV absorbance spectrum structure of the

[BSA:Ni2+][1:1]M system, with concentration (0.01 ÷ 1) × 10
phosphate solution having pH-value neighbouring the physiological values.
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1. Introduction
Living organisms grow, differentiate, reproduce, and respond to their environment via
specific and integrated interactions between biomolecules, as those between an enzyme and its
substrate or inhibitor, a hormon or growth factor and its receptor, an antibody and its antigen, or,
indeed, the binding of effector molecules or of ions. For proteins case, the last two interactions act
as denaturants because induce the changes of the secondary (short-range folding) and tertiary
(long-range folding) structure, so that occur the important functionality changes. The common
parameters that assist an understanding and a measure of the biochemical effect of the any
interactions are the binding affinity, binding specificity, number of binding sites per molecule , as
well as the enthalpic and entropic contributions to the binding energy.
Serum albumin (bovine serum albumin-BSA and hers human omologue , human serum
albumin-HSA) is the one of the most important blood proteins, with a concentration of about 0.63
mM, and is a versatil carrier protein, active against a variety of exogen agents with widely
differing properties, as small hydrophobic or hydrophilic molecule, positive or negative ions,
normal or transition metal ions, anionic or cationic radicals, as well as drugs and xenobiotics [1].
The reactivity of the tranzition metals depends equally on the ligands, coordination
geometry and oxidation state of the metal. Biological systems have taken advantage of the
transition metals’reactivity by coordinating the metals
in the framework of a protein structure
that controls the reactivity and oxidation states of the metal.
Serum albumin possesses the capacity of reversible binding of a great number of
substances, including bilirubin, hormones, drugs and ions. Transition metal ions catalyze a variety
of biological reactions essential to sustain life. The albumin-ion interactions might influence the
absorbtion, transport, metabolism and excretion of ions [2].
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Physicochemical studies directed to the determination of the tertiary structure and solution
conformation have been based on the interpretation of the protein solution hydrodynamics at
neutral pH [3], the phosphorescence depolarization, circular dichroism (CD) and electronic
absorbtion spectroscopy (UV-VIS), FTIR, atomic force microscopy(AFM) [4,5] for both free and
binding albumin.
The conformation of a protein in water solution, as shape and sizes, is generally a function
of electrostatic, hydrogen-bonding, van der Waals, and hydrophobic interactions among the amino
acid residues that all specificaly favor unic conformation of protein in solution, termed the native
state, whereby the charged and polar (hydrophilic) amino acid groups are exterior and exposed to
water, while the nonpolar moieties (hydrophobic) generally reside in interior of folded structure,
protected from destabilizing solvent interactions.
The BSA macromolecule has a large number of charged amino acids on the surface, so
that has a net charge of (-18) at neutral conditions [1].
The metalic ions bind strongly to protein through electrostatic interactions with surface
charged amino acids. The net charge of protein is changed and as a result, the protein structure
addapte to a new equilibrium conformation, with other amino acids exposed to solvent.
Knowledge of the behaviour of the protein in a given solvent, particularly in water
solution is the main goal of the research in the design and delivery drugs.
Interactions proteins-metalic ions are a major concern in various emerging fields like
bionanotchnology and material sciences. Thus, the bare malachite (Cu2(OH)2CO3 ) nanoparticle
and BSA-malachite nanocomposite have been used for the adsorbtion of a series of toxic and
precious metal ions from single- and multicomponent aqueous solution. The nanocomposites
obtained by the surface modification of the malachite nanoparticles with BSA, have the
differentiate absorption behavior for the same serie of metal ions [6].
Nickel is known to be an essential element for the living organisms, but any deficiencies
induced in animals by dietary deprivation of Ni2+, cause allergic reactions, dermatitis, asthma, and
also can induced carcinogenesis [7].
In vivo, a substantial proportion of injected Ni2+ by nourishment or medicine way, binds to
albumin, but his physiological rôle is not complete established.
We present any new results concerning the binding process of Ni2+ on BSA, according to
the UV absorbance spectrum structure of the [BSA:Ni2+][1:1]M system, with concentration
(0.01 ÷ 1) × 10
, in buffer phosphate solution having pH-value neighbouring the
physiological values.
2. Free and binding BSA structure
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is a single-chain protein that, in the folding (native) state,
has a tertiary structure characterized by an unique arranjament of three globular domains, I,II,III,
each comprising two smaller subdomains A and B, stabilized by an internal network of disulfide
bonds and each bearing a number of ionizable groups with opposite signs. Hydrodynamic
measurements of sedimentation coefficients and rotational relaxation time, low-angle X-ray
scattering and neutron scattering [8] indicate that the BSA molecule in solution has a prolate
ellipsoidal shape with a molecular weight of 66.700kDa. BSA molecule is built from 583 amino
acid residues. For physiological value of pH (~7.4), the BSA secondary structure consists to 67%
-helix, 10% turn, and 23% extended chain (but not -sheet) [9,10]. In solution, the multiple
binding sites on exposed surface of molecule, assures the exceptional ability of BSA to interact
with many organic and anorganic molecules, drugs, ionic metals and radicals. All these
interactions induce configurational transitions and secondary structure changes, that, in reasonable
proportions, are reversible and give flexibility and versatility to function of protein.
Protein unfolding can be induced by o variety of external conditions: pH-solution changes
produce the ionization of nonpolar residues, temperature variations controle the complex interplay
between caloric and structural effects, and chemical denaturant, as surfactants, ions, small
molecules interact preferential with the polar (bind strongly to protein by electrostatic interactions
with oppositely charged amino acids) or non-polar (hydrophobic interactions) amino acids. As a
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result, denaturant binding enhanced protein unfolding by aggregation or coalescence via surface
coverage of new chemical complexes [11] or via exposure of the core protein hydrophobic amino
acids.
Albumins have a high affinity metal binding sites, but the effectiveness in binding metal
ions depends on the protein configuration because each metal ion has a preferential coordination
with the coordinating side- chain of amino acids in proteins. Such, because any secondary
structural elements are reduced compared to native state, BSA exhibits a reverse preferential
binding capacity for Au3+, Pd2+, Hg2+, Ag+ (soft metal ions) compared to Cr3+, Ni2+, Zn2+, Cu2+
(hard metal ions) then is denaturated by adsorbtion on malachite nanoparticles [6].
Electronic spectrum of the Ni2+-complexes in solution shows that, as in solid cristal, Ni2+
ion having the electronic structure [Ar] (3d84s0 ), forms the square-coplanar diamagnetic
complexes with donors ligands as nitrogen or oxygen [12].
The NMR results [7] demonstrate that Ni2+ binds at the N-terminal sites of both HSA and
BSA in solution. Any semnificative chemical shift diferences between bound and free albumin
resonances have been observed, indicating a strong binding that depends of Ni2+-concentration.
On addition Ni2+ in solution, the end point for disappearence of BSA resonances and the
appearence of BSA-Ni resonances is close to [1:1] M ratio, while for HSA-Ni is close to [1:0.8]
M ratio. Thus, using 1H-NMR spectroscopy is possible to probe the binding of Ni2+ to the Nterminal of the Asp1, His3, Lys4 hydrophilic residues and Ala2 (or Thr2) amphyphilic residue,
namely N-terminal of Asp1 and Ala1(or Thr2), N-terminal from NH2 side-chain of Lys4 and
N-terminal from imidazole side-chain of His3.
The stoichiometry for Ni2+ as ligand binding to BSA as receptor, is close to [1:1]M ratio,
consistent with a single binding site.
Experimental results about behaviours of interactions between Ni2+ ion and human and
bovine serum albumin for a [1:1]M system, show that the binding of the first Ni2+ on protein
induce a slow conformational changes that afterwards favorize cooperative binding processes [13].
3. Experimental results
3. 1. UV-spectra
We present an analysis of the UV-absorbance spectra of the 1 × 10
[BSA:Ni2+][1:1]M in phosphate buffer solution for (200 ÷ 350)
range of
wavelength. BSA with electrophoretic purity were purchased from Sigma Laboratories
and for Ni2+ ligands were used nickel chlorate p.a. (NiCl2) from Reactivul Laboratories, Romania.
All samples were prepared with the phosphate buffer solutions containing 8 g NaCl, 0.2g
KCl, 1.44 g Na2HPO4 ,0.24g KH2PO4 and distilled water for 1000cm3 solution. The pH-value has
been adjusted to (7 ÷ 7.4) with NaOH 0.1M solution. BSA (66.430 mg ) and NiCl2 (0.130 mg)
[BSA:Ni2+][1:1]M
was been dissolved in 10 cm3 of phosphate buffer solution for 1 × 10
sample.
The difference absorbance spectra between 1 x 10-4M [BSA:Ni2+][1:1]M sample cell and 1
-4
x 10 M [BSA] reference cell, were recorded using a Perkin Almer Lambda 35 Spectrofotometer
in (190 ÷ 1100)
spectral range. All samples were characterized at room temperature
under ambient conditions.
The changes of spectrum of the [BSA:Ni2+][1:1]M system compared to the free BSA,
depend on [Ni2+] in solution, but any significant changes appear for [Ni2+] ~1 × 10
. The
Fig.1 shows the absorbance spectra of the 1
and 1 × 10
[BSA: Ni2+][1:1]M (3).
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For the identification of the relevant absorbance peaks, in Fig.2 we show the second
derivative spectra both of 1 × 10
[BSA] and 1 × 10
[BSA: Ni2+ ][1:1]M
systems. The second derivative spectroscopy is useful since peaks and shoulders of the original
absorbance spectra are transformed into negative peaks having the minima centered at the same
wavelength. Thus any minor spectral features are detected with an extremely low or neglijable
error [14].
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It is known that the proteins absorb UV light with two distinct peaks. The peak centered
on = 278
is result of absorbance by aromatic ring portion of their structure (tryptophan,
tyrosine, phenylalanine hydrophobic amino acids), while the peak at lower wavelength
~230
is caused by absorbance of peptide and carboxylic acid moieties in the compounds
(N-terminal peptide as -NH-CHR-COOH and C-terminal peptide as NH2-CHR-CO-). In peptides,
the chromophore which interacts with light is the amide group (Fig.3(a)) that possess a conjugated
system spread over the O,C and N atoms, consisting of molecular orbitals occupied by delocalized
electrons. Thus, amide group absorbs by his
→ ∗ and → ∗ electronic transitions.
UV-absorbance spectrum of free BSA in phosphate buffer solution having concentration
and pH- value neighbouring the physiological values, shows two bands, one weak as a should
centered on
= 278
and one intense and large, between
~240
and
~200
. The same spectrum but for the BSA aggregated by addition of a salt and exposing
their hydrophobic patches to water, shows hypochromism [15].
Since a typical polypeptide has hundreds of amide groups one could expect optical
transitions to have very broad absorption bands. As for a crystal, it is possible to chose a structural
unit, with a smaller number of chromophores that will generate the whole array by simple
translation.
The unit cell of a isolated -helix contains maximum two amide bonds, while the these of
a -pleated sheet conformation, parallel or antiparallel, contains four amide bonds. So that, the
theoretical electronic transition for -helix can be split in maximum two transitions and for sheet in maximum four transitions. In order for a electronic transition to occur it is necessary that a
charge moves, or that a dipole be created. The electronic transition is forbidden if a dipole cannot
be created. Thus, the optical transitions observed are those that are in phase with each other, and
the induced total dipole moment of the unit cell is non-zero.
The induced dipole moment is defined by

* is defined by
transition dipole moment )

! = "(∑% $% , ∑% '% , ∑% (% )

and the

)+, = - .+∗ ! ., /0 = 1.+ 2 ! 2., 3

and represents the oscillator strenght for the optical absorption between initial state
state

and final

* in the molecular space defines the direction of transition
of molecule. The direction of )

polarization. Because ! is an odd function, the tranzition dipole moment )+, is the even
function (allowed) if the initial state
and final
differ by their parity, e.g., one is even (4symmetry) and other is odd (5 -symmetry).
In the geometry of -helix conformation, the transition moment vectors of the unit cell lie
approximately along the sides of a square inclined from the helix by the dihedral specific
constraints. The total transition moment has two components, parallel and perpendicular to helix.
In the -pleated sheet conformation, the transition moment vectors are placed into an array and
the total transition moment has two components, parallel and perpendicular to sheet.
The stabilization of the final molecule structure is assured by the dipole -dipole interaction
between pair of chromophores that has known form:

2 0% 22 07 2
6%7 =
["0% ∙ "07 − 3(5
=0 ∙ "0% )> 5
=0 ∙ "07 ?]
9
4
8%7
where
is the vacuum permittivity, is the medium permittivity, 0% is the transition dipole
=0 is the unit vector of the 8%7 distance between the centers of dipoles in sites A
moment of site A , 5
and B, and "0% is the unit vector of the transition moment of site A. In -helix the transition dipole
1
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moment of Amide I group has the intensity of 0.3 D and makes an angle of 170 away from the CO
bond and in the direction of the CN bond [16,17].
The dipol-dipol interaction depends on the relativ orientation of the pair chromophore moments;
when the chromophores are aligned side by side (as in -helix conformation), the dipole-dipole
interaction reduces the energy of transition and as result the absorbance spectrum will show
hypochromism for this transition. Then the chromophores are aligned tail to tail, the dipole-dipole
interaction increases the transition energy and the absorbance will show hyperchromism.
The transition intensity of the amide group in -helix conformation of the molecule is
grater than then this group is into - pleated sheet conformation and the absorbance peak position
shifts to red in the same conditions.
Electronic transitions in [BSA: Ni2+] system induce the specific dipole moments those
complex-dipole – complex-dipole interaction one part, complex-dipole –chromophore-dipole
interaction on the other hand, will stabilize a new equilibrium conformation for protein.
3.3. UV-spectrum structure
Main features of the absorbance behaviour that take off from the above UV spectra show
that the absorbance of the [BSA: Ni2+][1:1]M system is significantlly modified from 1M [BSA]
, the absorbance of the [BSA: Ni2+][1:1]M
for all wavelength range. Thus, i) for > 250
system decreases in relation to 1M [BSA], while for < 250
the behavior reverses, Fig.1.
2+
For the same solvent, the binding Ni to protein induces hypochromic effect for > 250
and produces an increase and the appearence of new absorptions for < 250
; ii) the
, slowly blue shifts to = 236
for
absorbance peak of the free protein at = 238
the absorbance of [BSA: Ni2+][1:1]M system; iii) the new three peaks appear in the [BSA:
Ni2+][1:1]M spectrum, namely, one relative intense at = 210
, and two weak at =
222
and
= 228
, Fig.2, all placed in the spectral range of the
→ ∗ and
→ ∗ transitions of the amide group.
The significative quantitative changes of the absorbance in the < 250
range,
indicate that the binding of the Ni2+ to BSA induces important changes in the excited states of
protein.
The high intensity of the peak centered on = 236
indicates that one may be
assigned to a transition that is electric dipole-allowed, but is not d-d transition [12].
, can’t be
Despite their comparative weakness, the last three peaks at < 236
assigned to d-d transitions that lie at
> 350
for all square-planar, tetrahedral and
octahedral Ni2+-complexes in solutions [23].
All these observations suggest that the main observed absorbance bands releve the spectral
behaviour of any Ni2+-complexes and may be assiged to any charge-transfer transitions which
involve both the Ni2+ and the complexed ligands. Electronic excitations in molecules involving the
charge transfer usually occasion changes in bond lengths and frequently in molecular symmetry.
Then an electron is excited from a weakly anti-bonding (or non-bonding) orbital to a strongly
antibonding orbital, results in a significant change in molecular dimensions, with consequences for
their dynamics.

4. Model
To discuss the source and energy positions of the observed absorbance bands, we propose
a model for binding the Ni2+ complexes with BSA in solution starting from symmetry theory
considerations and energy arguments from the molecular orbital formalism.
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Starting from the above NMR results [7], we propose following model for a squarecoplanar diamagnetic complex [Ni2+N4], those four N-terminal ligands are two N, one N and
one N.
4.1.Forming and structure of the Ni2+-complexes in [BSA: Ni2+]
The affinity of nickel for nitrogen ligands permits the NH2 group of protein to bind, but
any specific geometries of coordinations are favorised by solvent [18]. The formation of the
[Ni2+N4] complex is due to the affinity of nickel for the nitrogen lone pair electron. The Ni2+ ion
as an electron defficient form of nickel atom interacts with nitrogen lone pair as donor, via
resonance interactions (bonding) or inductive interactions (splitting due to electrostatic field of
ligands). The amount of participation of the lone pair of N does depend critically on the geometry
at N atom [19].

Fig.3.Ligand groups of [Ni2+N4]-square planar complex in [BSA: Ni2+]: (a) N-terminal of
amide bond; (b) N-terminal of imidazole group; (c) N-terminal of amine group. The arrow
shows the sharing lone pair of nitrogen.

Amide group, (Fig.3(a)). In simplified molecular orbital theory, the 2FG orbitals of N
(2s2 2p3),C(2s2 2p2) and O (2s2 2p4) atoms of this group (containing 6 electrons and having the
plane of the peptide bond as there nodal plane) , are combined to form three orthogonal linear
combinations corresponding to
bonding ( filled with 2 electrons),
non-bonding (filled with
∗
antibonding (empty) states. The remaining two electrons fill the non-bonding
2 electrons) and
orbital 2FH of the oxygen atom [20].
The electronic transitions of the amide bond are affected by solvent and environment.
Thus, the
→ ∗ transition blue shifts in water compared with organic solvent, while the
→ ∗ transition red shifts in water because the excited state of this transition is more polar than
the ground state. The → ∗ transition of amide bond is a charge transfer from the N to O atoms
(Fig.3a). The charged nitrogen forms a hydrogen bond with the aqueous solvent. Thus, the
stabilization of the excited state leads to the effective lowering of the ionization potential of the
amide. In unsaturated compound, as that above mentionated, in the frontier orbitals formalism, the
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HOMO→LUMO excitation is generally a
→ ∗ (or → ∗ ) transition, that for aqueous
.
solution, occur in UV region, around ~240
Imidazole group, (Fig.3(b)). The imidazole group is a cyclopentadiene anion those the
HOMO’s molecular orbitals are much higher in energy than those in neutral aromatic species such
as benzen, so that is more capable of coordinating to transition metals with available empty dorbitals. Absorption spectra of BSA in presence of the imidazole, show an increase of the
absorbance and a blue shift the HOMO→LUMO excitation associated with → ∗ transition,
comparative to absence of the imidazole [21] .
Amine group, (Fig.3(c)). The → ∗ transition responsable for the amine-bond
(e,g., absorbance spectrum of poly-L-lysine) [22] .
absorbance is placed around ~208
These remarks permet to suppose that both the imidazole group (Fig.3b) and the
deprotonated N-terminal of lysine (Fig.3c), have greater energies for the ∗ antibonding
molecular orbital.
Although all the four ligands have same nature, the binding effects of Ni2+ on protein are
intimating differents, because the N ligands are directly bind to the back-bone chain of protein,
while the N ligand is the side-chain deprotonated NH2-terminal of a lysine residue (Lys4) and
N ligand is the side-chain imidazole-terminal of a histidine residue (His3). Binding of Ni2+ to nitrogen involves the change of their geometry in amide group and, consequently, change of the
structural parameters of the protein molecule as their dipole moment, giration radius. As a result,
the binding of Ni2+ induces the conformational changes of protein as the changes of relative
proprtions of -helix, -sheet, and disordered forms of BSA in solutions containing Ni2+ ions
[24,25].
Note that while the amide groups of the back-bone of protein are fixed by dihedral
constrains, both side-chains imidazole and amine group have mobility each to other. Thus, while
the inter-protonic distance d(Asp - Ala )~0.44nm remains the same, the inter-protonic d(Lys His ) may be considerable larger than of d(Lys -His )~0.32nm determined from a model based
to crystal structure of system [25].
Taking into account these considerations, is more probable the trans-disposition than cisdisposition of the two N ligands (along to diagonal) that preserves the square planar
configuration of the complex. This structure remains the same under the symmetry operations ( E,
C2(x,y,z), I($', $(, '(), A ) of the D2h point group.
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Fig. 4. Schematic structure of the square-coplanar [Ni2+N4] complex in [BSA: Ni2+]: (a)
[Ni2+ - Asp , Ala ,Lys , His ] environment; (b) schematic geometry of [Ni2+N4]
complex in the x,y,z coordinates system of the D2h point group.

On the other hand, the irreducible representations for D2h point group of the original D4h dorbitals, become: JKL → N O , JPL → G O H O , QKL → GH , QPL → GN , Q9L → HN ,
[12, Table I].
In [Ni2+N4] complex, Ni2+ has a low formal oxidation state, and N ligands are donors.
There are two possible types of charge transfer spectra: i) excitation of the lone pair electrons of
the donor N to higher unfilled levels, and ii) excitation of filled d-orbital electrons to the empty
antibonding ∗ orbitals of the ”N-ligands chromophores” (Fig.3). The first transitions usually
occurs at much higher energies than the observed bands positions, so that it is resonable to assign
the observed absorbance bands as → ∗ charge transfer transitions. This electronic transition
consists into excitation of filled d-orbital electrons to the empty antibonding ( ∗ ) orbitals of the
”N-ligands chromophore”.
To develope the molecular orbital of a complex molecule, e.g. then a central atom is
bonded to several identical atoms, the group theory can be used to analyse the symmetry of the
orbitals of the non-central atoms, and then combine them with appropriate orbitals of the central
atom.
4.2. Molecular orbitals of the N-terminal ligands
The quantitative binding of Ni2+ ion with a N-terminal can be defined by the resonance
integral between the d-orbitals of metal and the p-ligand orbitals (which are part of a molecular
group) wave functions. It is suitable to assume that in the complex configuration from Fig.4(b),
the two N atoms are equivalents (as terminals of amide groups), and also N and N atoms are
equivalents (as terminals of amine groups), Fig.3. The valence bonds length of the two categories
of N-terminal ligands are different because the lone pair electron contribution to bonding is
different. So that, the ∗ antibonding orbital energy of the amine group is greather than that of the
amide group. Molecular orbitals diagram for original N2 molecule is shown in Fig.5(a).
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Fig.5. The diagramm of the molecular orbitals: (a) (R
molecular complex; (b) (

− R) of the ground state [N,N]-

− R) of the ground state of the [Ni2+N4] complex obtained
mixing 3 -orbitals of Ni2+ with R-orbitals of N; (c) the assignment of the observed
absorbance bands with the charge transfer transitions
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The R-orbital of each N ligand, STK and STP , is part of the antibonding ∗ - molecular
orbital of the source amide group, while that of N or N ligand, is part of the antibonding ∗ molecular orbital of the amine group or of the imidazole group, respectively (Fig.3).
Thus, neglecting overlap of the STK and STP antibonding orbitals on N-atoms, we may
obtain two empty antibonding ( ∗ )TT ligand molecular orbitals of the [ N, N] nitrogen
complex, described by two wave functions, (.UT )L out-of-phase combination (lower energy)

and (.VT )W in-phase combination (higher energy),

(.UT )L =

(.VT )W =

1

√2
1

√2

(STK − STP )
(STK + STP )

Using the same procedure with the same considerations for N and N ligands, one obtain the
wave functions (.UZ[ )L out-of-phase combination and (.VZ[ )W in-phase combination, of

other two empty antibonding ( ∗ )Z[ molecular orbitals of the [ N,

1

N ] nitrogen complex,

(SZ − S[ )
√2
1
(SZ + S[ )
(.VT )W =
√2

(.UZ[ )L =

where SZ si S[ are parts of the ∗ antibonding molecular orbital of the amine side-chain lysine
group and imidazole group, respectively. Remember that the ∗ antibonding orbital of these
groups has higher energy than the same orbital of amide group. If we assume that all two Natoms, and also two N, N-atoms, are equivalent in the [Ni2+N4] complex, STK ≅ STP ,
SZ ≅ S[ . Thus, the [Ni2+N4] complex has two empty antibonding molecular orbitals, ( ∗ )Z[
with higher energy than ( ∗ )TT , described by the (.VT )W and (.VZ[ )W respectively,
Fig.5(c).
4.3. Molecular orbitals of [Ni2+N4]-complex
The [Ni2+N4] complex has four bonding molecular orbitals which are mostly ligand
character. These orbitals are completely filled as each ligand contributes a (to) pair of electrons.
The filling of these orbitals is the source of the stability of the complex.
For the square-coplanar diamagnetic ] complex it is of interes only filled d-orbitals,
namely G O H O , GH , GN , HN . Experimental results for the [PtCl4]2+ complexes [26] confirm

the theoretical energy order of these orbitals in D2h symmetry of the complex,
GH

>

GN ,

GO HO

HN . This order is consistent with the formation of molecular orbitals from

atomic orbitals of metal and

R-atomic orbitals of ligands:

N O forms a

I-bonding orbital ,

>
-

GN

and HN form a -bonding orbital, and
G O H O and GH form a new -bonding (with large
character of anti-bonding) [27].
Molecular orbitals of the [Ni2+N4] complex formed from 3 -orbitas of Ni2+ combined
with the 3R-orbitals of N, are: 1I and 1 bonding orbitals, 1 new non-bonding orbital and
2 ∗ and 2I ∗ antibonding orbitals,Fig.5(b). The antibonding orbitals will reside predominantly on
the atom with greather orbital energy (the less electronegative atom), namely Ni2+. Thus, it is
plausible that the complexation of the N-terminal atoms induces any length bond changes at their
original group.
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The positions of the final antibonding orbitals of the [Ni2+N4] complex, ( ∗ )Z[ and
( ∗ )TT , result by overlaping between the .-orbitals of the ligands, and ( − R)–orbitals of
metal ion with the same symmetry and their relative energy positions mai be evaluated by any
resonance integrals of form ^ = _ |a|.b, where a is the appropriate hamiltonian.
Finally, the observed absorbance bands 1,2,3,4 may by assigned to following tranzitions:
(1) GN , HN → (.VT )W , (2) GN , HN → (.VZ[ )W , (3) N O → (.VT )W and (4) N O →

(.VZ[ )W (Fig.5(c)); the transitions G O HO , GH → (.VT )W and G O HO , GH →
(.VZ[ )W (not shown in figure) are electric dipole forbidden because the non-bonding -orbitals
( G O H O , GH ) does not overlap to antibonding (.VT )W and (.VZ[ )W orbitals. All these

transitions are excitations of the [Ni2+N4] complex formed via a charge transfer from N-terminal
ligands to Ni2+ .
Taking into account symetry constraints, both the (1) and (2) transitions are dipole
moment forbidden (dashed lines), but are placed in the → ∗ amide groups excitations range
that marke the interaction of the frontier molecular orbitals, HOMO and LUMO, of the protein.
The blue shift of the intense band (1) of the complex comparing to the free protein, is more
probable due to any local conformational changes by complexing of protein, so that the
chromophores of protein will differ in their environments. The complex- dipole moment induced
by electron-transition from -orbital of Ni2+ to ∗ -antibonding N-ligands preferential localised to
metal, makes an angle to the chromophore-dipole of protein group and their dipole-dipole
interaction increases the transition energy. This behaviour is supported by Woodward and
Hoffmann rules [28], which show that by examining the interaction of the frontier molecular
orbitals both the local- and stereospecificity could be accounted for.
The (3) and (4) transitions are dipole moment allowed (continuous lines) those intensity
depends on formed [Ni2+N4] complex number. The spectral position of these transitions depends
on the nature of side-chain amino acids ligands. Identification,e.g. of a structural rôle of a lysine
amino acid is of importance since Ni-albumin is the antigenic determinant recognised by an Nispecific antibody in nickel allergy.
The transition-dipole—chromophore-dipole interaction induces any major configurational
changes of protein, but on the other hand, the metal ions have a preferential coordination tendence
with the coordinating side chain of amino acids in protein. We shall analyse the subsequent
evolution of the binding metal-protein using time-scanning UV spectra.
5. Conclusions
The UV-absorbance of the 1 × 10 M [BSA: Ni2+][1:1] system in phosphate buffer
solution is greather that of free 1 × 10 M[BSA] and the second derivative shows new four
bands, at = 236
, 228
, 222
, 210
. We propose a model for square2+
2+
planar [Ni N4] complex of Ni with four N-terminal, two c, c, c, providing by an Ala,
an Asp, an Lys and an His side chain amino acids of BSA. Accomoding the symmetry of this
coordination with the symmetry of the -orbitals of Ni2+, it is resonable to assign the observed
absorbance bands as → ∗ charge transfer transitions. This electronic transition consists into
excitation of complex filled -orbital electrons to the empty antibonding ( ∗ ) orbitals of the Nligands provided from N-terminals of the protein chromophores.
The identification of a structural role of certain amino acids, as lysine or histidine, for
given binding conditions, is of importance for using Ni-albumin system buth as diagnose and
treatment of specific diseases.
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